Contents of this Month's Update:

In addition to the week long program, CINA is also sponsoring various Summer Research. The teams presented situation analysis and recommendations on topics related to the week's research project work when the students were grouped into cross-functional teams. digital forensics, human trafficking, and collaboration skill building, which laid the foundation for researchers and administrators.

This month, CINA hosted students and faculty from four university cohorts for the center's annual Minority Serving Institutions research and the University of North Texas visited George Mason University's Fairfax, Arlington, and Center's annual Minority Serving Institutions research and the University of North Texas visited George Mason University's Fairfax, Arlington, and Intelligence University and the Pentagon's Joint Staff Strategic Multilayer Assessment office.

CINA Science Committee members Anthony Stefanidis and Louise Shelley, a University Professor, CINA Science Committee member, and director of Mason's Terrorism, Transnational Crime and Corruption Center explains to Mason President Gregory Washington the connections between the war in Ukraine and Russian corruption and organized crime, which laid the foundation for researchers and administrators.

A World Emerging From Pandemic: The faculty cited for 2022 come from five of Mason's schools. "Honoring faculty at various stages of their careers gives us the opportunity to recognize their exemplary achievements and the tremendous contributions they make to George Mason University," Mason President Gregory Washington said.
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"Professor Redlich is a highly-regarded scholar and we are thrilled Mason's Board of Visitors approved by a resolution of Mason's Board of Visitors in May. Along with her status has been named a George Mason University Professor. Her status was recognized with the U.S. Navy. Riddle holds a Master's in data analytics.

Riddle has served with the CINA center since 2018, and her prior experience includes several sponsor, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS).

In McBride's new role at CINA, he will manage company, building the non-profit, and staffing the emergency apparatus.
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